
Our growing company is hiring for a senior software development manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior software development manager

Responsible for delivering monthly releases that enhance the Customer Care
application, working with business stakeholders to prioritize the highest value
functionality and deliver as quickly as possible
Oversight and leadership for the entire agile project consisting of over 40
project team resources
Work closely with business partners for feasibility assessment and high level
sizing estimates on new feature requests
Support additional internal customers with web development requests as
needed
Ability to lead a team through the design and development of complex
embedded and cloud-based automotive software systems
Recruit and develop the best software development team on earth
Drive and refine our agile/scrum product development lifecycle
Build and lead a team to optimize deep learning workloads on AWS
Deliver high quality customer-driven software offerings products to market
that simplify and solve for current customer needs while building for the
future
Should possess strong technical skills, have a career history of strong hands-
on software engineering and development experience, and the tactical and
visionary leadership skills to motivate, guide, and earn the respect from a
highly talented engineering team

Example of Senior Software Development Manager
Job Description
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Thorough understanding of Internet protocols such as HTTP, TCP, and UDP
Knowledge of standard AI, ML, NLU, ASR fundamentals, concepts and
techniques
Excellent written and verbal technical communication with an ability to
present complex technical information in a clear and concise manner to a
variety of audiences
10+ years of full-time software engineering experience
Bachelor’s degree in CS or a relevant technical field
Legacy experience in C++, C# is preferred


